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 Setting the context: Ireland as a techno-
informational society.

 What is compartmentalisation theory?

 How might its application uncover new
perspectives on Catholicism in Ireland today?
(2 case examples)



•In the past 20 years: secularisation

Mass change in Irish society

• Church/State relations, sexualisation, individualism, 
economics....





 ‘One area in which ‘there are substantial differences
between the schooldays of contemporary nine-year-olds
and those of their parents is the availability and use of
personal computers.’

 ‘Figures from the Central Statistics Office indicate that, in
2008, 70% of all households in Ireland had a computer, of
which 87% were connected to the internet.’

 ‘Accordingly, children growing up in Ireland today have,
potentially, access to a much greater range of learning
material and knowledge than could possibly have been
provided in the traditional classroom or home of their
parents.’

Chapter 9, Growing Up in Ireland (2009)



Chapter 9, Growing Up in Ireland (2009)



 Social media explosion: Effects good or bad?

 Multi-platformed dynamics: MTV’s The Hills

 Globalisation: television/mobile phones, global flows‘
 ‘there is a link between the struggle for the Irish to be the same and therefore

different and the struggle by individuals to be the same, to have a sense of
bonding and belonging, but also to have their individual difference recognized
and accepted. There is a struggle to be seen as the same, to be liked, loved,
accepted and respected as well as a struggle to be different, to achieve position,
power and distinction and to be deferred to. This is reflected in the transformation
from Catholic to consumer capitalism, in the shift from a culture of self-denial and
self-surrender to one of self-realization and self-indulgence. It is reflected in the
greater importance given to cosmopolitan rather the local cultural capital, in the
struggle between cultural entrepreneurs who import global culture and cultural
guardians who seek to promote and develop local culture.’ Inglis (2008: 33)

 Postmodernism?



Defining compartmentalisation 
theory

Compartmentalisation theory states that, from a sociology
perspective, Ireland’s younger generations growing up in the
(techno-info) new society have acquired increased capacities to
interpret their society (i.e. label, digest and store socio-cultural
phenomena), arising from the proliferation of information,
technology, choice and global flows.

-Interdisciplinary nature: social & psychology capacities:

•Psychological (Fusiform question)

•Social (Social norms/media platform crossovers)



Church State Victim

The role of the media (Donnelly and Inglis) 

VS VS



 Largely no reaction from the younger generation
in Ireland, rather just a response to the media
(and perhaps an expression via pop
culture/techno-info society).

 Thus, no forum for inquisition into the confusion,
anger and shock ignited by the scandals.

 Rationale for Visible Silence

 (i)+(ii) – No need to inquire further, despite
potential logic to abuse in society (rural
functionalism, O’Sullivan (to be published)).



 May 2010*: 30 day sample in Ireland using new
surveillance technologies.

 Showed 1034 child pornography trades.

 Dr. Walkerdine (ISIS Project): 89% of this sample using
file-sharing technology for this purpose alone.

 Interdepartmental (eNACSO, CEOPC, FBI, TLO, ISIS
Project – University of Lancaster) investigations: key
remarks (typical person, correlations, use of
technology).

*Documented on PrimeTime Investigates, with record 
viewers.



 Entrusting same institutional forms which
holds similarity to CSA era within Catholic
church, yet this is not matched with societal
action (Garda in training? – Catching up!)

 The raw (viewing) experience of 
internet/surveillance carries risks 

(psychoanalytic standpoint/Groombridge 
(2002)), yet the awareness of risks does not 

impinge upon such experiences.



 What does all this mean when approaching
Catholicism?

 Catholicism in crisis? Yes, but of a different kind.

 Public consciousness has not been afforded
societal functionalist perspectives towards
scandals which have weakened the Church.

 Separation of Catholicism from techno-
informational society holds risks for
intergenerational religious practice.




